Challenge Workbook 9 Answers
All sample answers to the Cambridge Secondary 1 Checkpoint-style questions have been written by
the authors of this work.

Unit 1 Plants
1.1 Floating discs experiment
1 oxygen
2 The stomata (little holes in the epidermis) are on the underside of leaves. The oxygen is
made by the cells inside the leaf, and then diffuses out through the stomata.
3 The more bubbles of oxygen produced, the faster the leaf disc will rise; the bubbles of gas
collecting under the leaf make it float upwards. A mention of the gas bubbles attached to the
leaf making it less dense would show a very good level of understanding.
4 For example: Do leaves photosynthesise more in bright light or in dim light? Do leaves need
light for photosynthesis? Do leaves make more oxygen in bright light or in dim light?
5 Light intensity/brightness
6 These two table entries circled: bright light, 3; dim light, 44
7 Mean for bright light = 12.75 (but better to round up to 13 or 12.8)
Mean for dim light = 70.75 (but better to round up to 71 or 70.8)
8 There were a lot of variables that the girls could not control, however hard they tried. For
example: the bubbles of oxygen might not come out of every part of each leaf evenly, so
some of the leaf discs would tip over and rise faster or more slowly to the surface; some
of the discs might hit the sides of the beaker as they rose, which would slow them down; it
would be difficult to decide exactly when to start the timer, and when to stop it.
9 The conclusion should be a response to the question that the student stated in the answer to
question 4. For example: Leaf discs photosynthesise more quickly in bright light than in dim light.
10 Leaves use light as their energy source for photosynthesis, so they photosynthesise faster
in bright light than in dim light. This means that they make oxygen faster. Oxygen bubbles
would collect more quickly on the undersides of the leaf discs in bright light, so the discs
would rise to the surface faster.

1.2 Van Helmont’s experiment
1 There are various possible answers, and many different ways in which they could be
expressed, but they could include:
• He took measurements, so that he had numbers to compare the weight of the plant before
and after the five years, and also the weight of the dry soil.
• He covered the top of the soil, so that none of it would be lost.
• He left the shoot to grow for a long period of time, so that any changes in the weight of the
soil or the plant would be relatively large.
1
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2 There are several possible answers, which might include:
• He could have had several pots – perhaps three or five – so that he would have several sets
of results. If he found similar results in all the plants, this would give more strength to his
conclusions.
• He could have measured the mass of the water that he added to the soil, and he could have
measured the mass of the leaves that fell off the tree each year.
3 The extra mass of the willow tree had clearly not come from the soil, because there was no
significant change in the mass of the soil. The only thing that van Helmont had added was
water, so he thought that this must be where all the extra mass came from.
4 We know that carbon dioxide is used in photosynthesis. We know that carbon dioxide and
water are combined to make sugars and other carbohydrates. So a lot of the extra mass of the
plants came from carbon dioxide from the air, as well as from water.
5 This is a very open-ended question. One idea might be that he could have tried burning some
charcoal to make sylvestre, and then providing a growing willow with this (e.g. by burning
the charcoal nearby) and comparing its change in mass with another identical willow that he
didn’t give sylvestre. It is difficult to imagine the limitations that van Helmont would have
had. For example, he wouldn’t have been able to measure the mass of sylvestre directly,
and he wouldn’t have had plastic bags to enclose the plants if he wanted to grow them in an
atmosphere with added sylvestre.

1.3 The life cycle of a flowering plant
1 Clockwise from top left:
pollen tube diagram: stage 5
half flower diagram: stage 2
half seed diagram: stage 1
2 A anther
B ovule / ovary
C testa
D petals
E embryo plant
F ovule
G stigma
H anther
I pollen nucleus / male gamete
J ovary
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Unit 2 Living things in their environment
2.1 Investigating algae on a tree trunk
1 They could use a compass. The needle will point to north.
2 This helped them to keep the height at which they made their measurements of the numbers of
algae the same for each tree. This controlled a variable, so the only variable that changed was
the direction the side of the tree trunk was facing.
3 This helped them to make reliable counts of the quantity of algae on the tree. If they had used
a bigger grid, it would have taken too long to assess the numbers of the algae in it, and it
also wouldn’t have lain flat on the tree trunk. A smaller grid might not have given them a big
enough sample.
4 Jon was right. The boys wanted to compare the numbers of algae on each side of the tree, so
they need to find the mean for each of the four sides.
5 There should be another row, headed ‘Mean’. The numbers should be (rounded to whole numbers):
Mean

Facing north
73

Facing east
34

Facing south
21

Facing west
46

6 The bar chart should have:
• the x-axis labelled with the direction the trunk was facing
• the y-axis labelled with: mean number of squares containing algae
• a suitable scale on the y-axis, ranging from 0 to 80 or 100, with a scale going up in equal
intervals (e.g. 10s)
• bars plotted carefully to match the calculated means
• bars not touching
• be neatly drawn, with a ruler and pencil used for the axes and the bars, and with no shading.
3
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7 The conclusion should refer to Amal’s original idea. For example: There are more algae on the
north-facing/shady side of a tree trunk than on the other three/sunnier sides.
8 Possible ideas: the algae may dry out quickly on the sunnier sides of the trunk, so not grow as
well there; the algae may grow better where it is cooler.

2.2 Arctic hares
1

gyrfalcon

Arctic wolf

Arctic fox

snowy owl

Arctic hare

Arctic willow

purple saxifrage

grasses

Accept the names of the organisms in the food web written anywhere, provided the arrows link
them together correctly.
2 There would be fewer Arctic hares, because there would be less food for them.
Less food might mean that they would not grow as quickly, and might not be able to reproduce
as often. Some of the young hares might not get enough to eat, because there would be
competition for food, and so they might die before they reach breeding age.
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3 There are various possibilities for collecting suitable data. There is not one correct answer, so
give credit for any suggestions that would enable comparative data about the numbers of hare
droppings and the numbers of plants to be collected.
One method would be:
Select two very large areas, one with a lot of plants and one with fewer, and use long tapes to
mark them out (perhaps as two very large squares).
Place quadrats inside each area. If this is to be done randomly, students will need to be
inventive about how this might be done – for example, by using tables of random numbers
as coordinates to decide where the quadrats could be placed. Count the numbers of piles of
droppings in each quadrat.
Alternatively:
Make a systematic search of the whole area, e.g. by walking up one edge, then moving in by
(say) two metres and walking back down, repeating until the whole area has been covered.
Count all the piles of droppings.
It would also be good to collect data about the numbers of plants, which could be done in a
similar way. However, because plants are likely to be much more common than piles of hare
droppings, this should be taken into consideration when thinking about how best to count
them.
The methods of recording and displaying data will depend on what data the student has
decided to collect. For example, if they have made several sets of measurements, they could
perhaps draw a scatter graph with their measurements for the quantity of plants on one axis,
and the quantity of hare droppings on the other axis. (It does not matter which quantity goes
on which axis for a scatter graph.)

2.3 Predator and prey populations
1 50 wolves, in 1980
2 2400 moose, in 1996
3 The graph shows that when the number of wolves increases, the number of moose decreases.
When the number of wolves decreases, the number of moose increases. There is a time lag
– the changes in the moose population come after the changes in the wolf population. For
example, the wolf population rose between 1969 and 1980, then the moose population fell
between 1972 and 1981; the wolf population fell between 1980 and 1989, then the moose
population rose between 1981 and 1996.
4 Look for references to changes in the moose population that do not reflect changes in the
wolf population. For example, the moose population rose steadily through the whole period
between 1981 and 1996, even though the wolf population was not falling steadily during this
time.
5 For example: the number of people hunting wolves; the number of other prey for wolves;
diseases that affect wolves; the weather (e.g. a very cold period).
6 For example: the number of people hunting moose; the supply of food for moose; diseases that
affect moose; the weather.
5
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Unit 3 Variation and inheritance
3.1 Constructing a key
1 Shape – one whole shape, or divided into three parts, or with several ‘fingers’
Edge (the proper biological term is the margin) – smooth or jagged
Veins – form a network, or run parallel to the midrib
Texture – smooth or rough
Stalk – some have a leaf stalk and some do not
Size – some are larger than others
2 The key could be written in either of the forms shown in the Coursebook on pages 42–43.
It should have these features:
• There should be a series of choices to make, each time deciding between two possibilities.
• Each choice should be possible to make while looking at only one leaf – so a choice
between ‘large’ and ‘small’ is not suitable.
• The key should have no more than four pairs of choices to make.
One example would be:
1 a leaf is made up of three parts
b leaf is not made up of three parts
2 a leaf is made up of several ‘fingers’
b leaf is a simple pointed oval shape
3 a leaf has veins that run almost parallel to the central vein
b veins branch out from the midrib
4 a leaf has a smooth edge
b leaf has a serrated (saw-tooth) edge

potentilla
go to 2
plume thistle
go to 3
Solomon’s seal
go to 4
wisteria
mullein

3.2 The world’s most famous sheep
1 The flow chart should:
• fill the space available and be clear and easy to follow
• include each of the stages described in the bullet points (students may split some bullet
points into more than one stage, or combine two bullet points to make one stage, but no
stage should be omitted)
• have arrows to link stages in the correct sequence.
2 The colour of Dolly’s face was determined by her genes. These genes are on chromosomes,
which are found in the nucleus of a cell. The nucleus from which Dolly was produced came
from a sheep with a white face.
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3 Dolly did not inherit a mixture of features. This is because Dolly did not have a father, so there
was no sperm cell involved in her production / only one cell provided all of Dolly’s genes, and
this cell came from the sheep with a white face.
Students may also make the point that the sheep in which Dolly developed as an embryo
did not contribute any genes to Dolly, because the nucleus of the egg cell from which Dolly
developed had been removed.

3.3 Breeding goats in Ethiopia
1 Growth rate, appearance (other than colour) and disease resistance
2 For the female goats, the number of offspring produced in one year and the age when they
were first able to get pregnant were important; neither of these apply to male goats.
3 The message, and any drawings, should be simple and clear. The message should encourage
farmers to use selective breeding, because only a small percentage of them do this now.
Farmers could try to breed goats that produce more milk, or that produce more meat. The
message could explain, very simply, how the farmers could carry out selective breeding. It
could include ideas about the best features to look for in the male and female goats.

3.4 Bringing Darwin up to date
1 It is very important that the sentences are written in the student’s own words.
The ideas to be included are:
• There is variation between the individual members of a species.
• Some individuals will have features that make them better adapted to their environment
than others.
• These individuals will be more likely to survive long enough to reproduce.
• Their offspring will inherit their features.
2 The letter should explain the following:
• Organisms inherit some of their features from their parents because these features are
determined by genes.
• The genes are found on chromosomes, which are contained in the nucleus of a cell.
• When a male and a female organism reproduce, the nucleus of a male gamete and the
nucleus of a female gamete fuse together.
• The offspring therefore has a mix of genes from its mother and from its father.
• Offspring that inherit a combination of genes that help them to be well adapted to survive in
their environment are more likely to survive and reproduce.
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Unit 4 Material properties
4.1 What do the numbers tell you?
1 The number of protons in an atom of that element.
2 The number of protons plus the number of neutrons in an atom of that element.
3 The atomic number increases by 1 every time you move along to the next element in the
Periodic Table.
The mass number increases in most cases (except between argon and potassium where
the mass number decreases by 1) but the increase is not by a fixed number each time. (For
example: the mass number of boron is 11, the mass number of carbon (the next element)
increases by 1 to 12, and the next element is nitrogen with an increase of 2 to 14; the increase
in mass number between chlorine (35) and argon (40) is 5.)
4 Calcium and argon
5 Element
Atomic number
Mass number
Number of protons
Number of neutrons
Number of electrons
Arrangement of electrons

aluminium
13
27
13
14
13
2,8,3

6 Accept helium, nitrogen, oxygen or neon.
7 Element
Atomic number
Mass number
Number of protons
Number of neutrons
Number of electrons
Arrangement of electrons

potassium
19
39
19
20
19
2,8,8,1

8 Sodium has 11 protons and 12 neutrons in the nucleus. It has 11 electrons circling the nucleus
in 3 shells: 2 electrons in the first shell, 8 in the second shell and a single electron in the third
or outer shell.
The atom of lithium is smaller than that of sodium. It has only 3 protons and 4 neutrons in the
nucleus of the atom. There are only 3 electrons in 2 shells circling the nucleus: 2 in the first
electron shell and one in the second or outer shell.
Both atoms have a single electron in the outer shell.
(Give credit if the atoms have been drawn but do not give full credit if the student has not
compared the two.)
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4.2 Atomic structure and trends
1 Neon:

10p, 10n

Argon:

18p, 22n

2 They have a similar structure. Argon has a larger atom than neon. Neon has 10 protons and 10
neutrons in the nucleus of the atom. Argon has 18 protons and a different number of neutrons
(22) in the nucleus of the atom. Neon has 10 electrons circling the nucleus, with 2 in the first
shell and 8 in the second or outer shell. Argon has 18 electrons in 3 shells. As in neon there are
2 in the first shell, 8 in the second shell, but argon has 8 in the third shell.
Both atoms have the outer shell full of electrons.
3 a As you go down Group 8 the melting points increase. (Helium melts at –270 °C, whereas
radon melts at –71 °C.)
		The boiling points also increase as you go down the group. (Helium boils at –269 °C,
whereas radon boils at –62 °C.)
		(Watch out for any confusion in understanding that –71°C is a higher temperature than –270°C.)
b The melting point and the boiling point of each element are fairly close to each other. (For
example: the melting point of helium is –270 °C and its boiling point is only 1 degree
higher at –269 °C. Even radon has a difference between the two of only 9 degrees.)
c Accept a figure between –188 °C (just above the melting point of argon) and –154 °C (just
below krypton’s own boiling point).
d Accept a figure between –111 °C (just above xenon’s own melting point) and –63 °C (just
below the boiling point of radon).

4.3 Comparing the trends in Groups 1 and 7
1 The melting point decreases.
2 The melting point increases. This is the opposite of what happens in Group 1.
(Watch out for any confusion in understanding that –7 °C is a higher temperature than –220 °C.)
9
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3 In Group 1 the boiling point decreases as the atomic number increases, whereas in Group 7 the
boiling point increases as the atomic number increases.
4 In Group 1: the least reactive element is the one with the smallest atom; the most reactive is
the one with the largest atom.
In Group 7: the least reactive element of those is the one with the largest atom; the most
reactive is the one with the smallest atom.
5 Rubidium, Group 1:
Students should predict that:
• rubidium will be more reactive than the other elements shown (as it has a larger atom)
• it will have a lower melting point
• it will have a lower boiling point.
Iodine, Group 7:
Students should predict that:
• iodine will be less reactive than the other elements shown (as it has a larger atom)
• it will have a higher melting point
• it will have a higher boiling point.

Unit 5 Energy changes
5.1 Exothermic reactions with metals
1 potassium + water ➔ potassium hydroxide + hydrogen
2 Heat, light and sound energy
3 Wear safety glasses and carry out the reaction behind a safety screen.
4 Measure any increase in temperature of the water. Students should make some comment about
it being difficult to measure the amount of light and/or sound energy produced in the reaction.
5 Students should include the following points.
• Use the same acid. Use the same volume of acid. Use the same mass of the different metals.
• The measured volume of acid should be placed in a test tube, the temperature taken and
recorded and then the metal added.
• The temperature is taken again after the reaction has finished. (Mention could be made
that the rise is temperature is what is required, so if there are slightly different starting
temperatures it is not significant.)
• Safety aspects, such as wearing safety glasses.
6 The results should be presented as a bar chart, because the temperature rises are for different
metals, which are discrete variables so a line graph could not be used.
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5.2 Dissolving potassium chloride
1 Equipment list: beakers, thermometer, glass rod, spatula, potassium chloride, measuring
cylinder, water.
Students should mention preliminary work to establish the range and interval of the number
of spatulas to use. For example, is increasing the number of spatulas used by one each time
going to produce enough of a temperature change to be detected? How many spatulas should
be the maximum used? (Some mention of a saturated solution would show a high level of
understanding.)
The outline method should be:
• Measure a fixed volume of water into a beaker.
• Take the temperature.
• Add the spatulas of potassium chloride. (Some mention of attempting to keep the amount on
the spatula the same each time.)
• Stir to dissolve.
• Take the temperature again.
• Repeat with different amounts of potassium chloride.
• Repeat the readings to ensure reliability.
2
Number of spatulas of
potassium chloride used

Temperature rise / °C
First attempt
Second attempt Third attempt

Mean

Credit a table that shows the start and end temperatures and the calculated rise in temperature.
The table should allow for repeats of the investigation.
3 In an endothermic reaction, a chemical reaction has taken place with new products being
formed. Energy is taken from the environment so there is a drop in temperature. An example
is the reaction of sodium hydrogen carbonate with citric acid to produce sodium citrate, water
and carbon dioxide.
In an endothermic process, energy is also taken in from the environment but there are no
new products formed. For example, ice melting takes in energy from the environment so
it is endothermic but since no new products are formed, water merely changes state, it is
an endothermic process. (Credit any other suitable examples such as potassium chloride
dissolving in water as an endothermic process.)
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5.3 Using exothermic and endothermic reactions
1 Self-heating cans have two compartments around the food. One contains calcium oxide and
one contains water. The water container has a thin wall between it and the calcium oxide
compartment. When you push on the water compartment a pin breaks the thin wall of the
calcium oxide container. This allows the water to react with the calcium oxide and this gives
off the heat energy need to heat the food.
2 The cans have a complex structure. The seal between the food and the calcium oxide needs to
be strong so there is no contamination of the food.
3 Self-heating cans may be useful when you can’t use a fire to cook and when you need hot
food because it is cold, perhaps when mountain climbing or after a natural disaster such as an
earthquake when fuel is scarce.
4 a A chemical cold pack, because there would be no fridge available.
b An ice pack, because it would be reusable (and so cheaper).

Unit 6 Reactivity
6.1 How reactive are these metals?
1 The mass of metal used; the volume of acid used; the type of acid and its concentration. Also:
the inverted test tube must always be completely full of water at the start of the investigation;
the timer must be started at the same point in the investigation, when the delivery tube is back
in place for example; the test tube of gas must be completely full when timing is stopped.
2 Copper does not react in dilute acid.
3 Students should draw a bar chart, with the bars in order of height, the tallest bar furthest left.
70

time to collect test tube of hydrogen / s

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

lead

zinc

iron
metal

12
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4 The result for zinc: a shorter time would be expected, just a little longer than aluminium,
because of its position in the reactivity series.
5 Accept any sensible suggestions, for example: she might have misread the timer, or not
stopped it at exactly the right time; she might have got the mass of metal wrong, or mixed up
which metal she was using.
6 Students could mention the difficulties of: keeping the delivery tube in place so that no
hydrogen is lost; getting the delivery tube back in place in the conical flask after adding the
metal; being exactly sure when the tube is completely full of gas.
7 Accept sensible suggestions to improve accuracy; DO NOT accept repeating the results
with each metal, as this improves the reliability, not the accuracy. Suggestions that might be
expected and which would provide evidence of the students having thought carefully about the
practical aspects of the investigation: one person adding the metal and another person putting
the delivery tube back; using a graduated tube or measuring cylinder or marking the test tube
so that it is easier to see when the gas reaches a level.

6.2 Which metal?
1 Accept lithium, sodium or potassium.
2 Accept lead, copper, silver or gold.
3 Accept any metal above copper on the reactivity series: lead, iron, zinc, aluminium,
magnesium, calcium, sodium or potassium. (Using potassium or sodium would be dangerous
as they are so reactive but in this context accept them.)
4 Magnesium
5 Accept the use of any metal more reactive than iron, such as zinc:
iron chloride + zinc ➔ zinc chloride + iron
6 Accept aluminium, zinc or iron.
7 Iron or zinc
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6.3 Displacing metals
1 Metal E is the most reactive, because it has the most displacement reactions.
2
Metal A
salt B
C
D
E
F

Metal
A
✗
✗
✓
✗
✗
✗

B
✓
✗
✓
✓
✗
✓

C
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✗

D
✓
✗
✓
✗
✗
✓

E
✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✓

F
✓
✗
✓
✗
✗
✗

3 The metals that are more reactive than C, copper, and less reactive than D, zinc, are lead
and iron. Iron is more reactive than lead, so A is lead and F is iron. The metals that are
more reactive than D, zinc, are magnesium and aluminium. B is less reactive than E, so B is
aluminium and E is magnesium.
Students should not suggest an alkali metal, as these are too reactive in water to use in
displacement reactions.
4 a copper sulfate + iron ➔ iron sulfate + copper
b magnesium chloride + zinc ➔ no reaction
c aluminium sulfate + magnesium ➔ magnesium sulfate + aluminium
d lead chloride + silver ➔ no reaction
e zinc chloride + iron ➔ no reaction
5 Potassium is very reactive in water and if used in solutions of salts it would react violently and
be dangerous.

6.4 Making use of displacement reactions
1 Aluminium and iron oxide are mixed in a container over the rail that needs to be welded. This
reaction produces so much heat energy that the displaced iron becomes liquid or molten. The
molten iron produced can be shaped and used to join the rails together. For the iron oxide and
aluminium to react they have to be ignited and this is done using another exothermic reaction.
(Credit naming the reaction between magnesium powder and barium nitrate, but it is the idea
of using an exothermic reaction to start the main reaction that is needed here, rather than the
details.)
2 This method is used because it produces enough energy to melt the iron, and is possible to do
when the work has to be done away from an electricity supply.
3 aluminium + iron oxide ➔ aluminium oxide + iron
4 Carbon
5 Iron ore is heated in the blast furnace with carbon in the form of coke. The carbon displaces
the iron from the iron oxide and molten iron is produced.
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6 iron oxide + carbon ➔ iron + carbon dioxide
7 It is above iron in the reactivity series. (Accept any more specific suggestion provided it is not
above aluminium.)

Unit 7 Salts
7.1 Investigating concentration
1 Elsa could use Universal Indicator solution. This would be a blue colour in the alkaline
solution and would turn green when the solution had been neutralised. Give credit if mention
is made of reaching pH 7. Students may suggest the use of a pH meter, in which case there
must be mention of a high pH, which will fall to pH 7 when the solution is neutral.
2 The same type of acid; the same type and concentration of alkali; the same volume of alkali;
the same volume of universal indicator solution (or same pH meter).
3

E

100

volume of acid sample needed to neutralise alkali / cm3

90
80
70
60
D

50
40

C

30

B
A

20
10
0
0

10

20
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80

90

100

volume of laboratory acid used to make sample / cm

3

Students should draw a smooth curve of best fit through the points.
4 The graph is a smooth curve of decreasing slope. The smallest volume of acid is needed with
the highest concentration of acid.
5 The greater the concentration / more concentrated the acid used, the smaller the volume of it
needed to neutralise the alkali. A change in concentration at low concentrations has more effect
on the volume of it needed.
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6 The results would be different – a greater volume of acid would be needed for neutralisation
at each concentration, but the pattern of the volume of acid needed as the concentration was
changed would be maintained (the graph curve would be higher up but the same shape). The
results would still show that the more concentrated the acid, the smaller the volume of acid
needed to neutralise the alkali.
7 Concentrated acids are dangerous because they are corrosive, which means they can burn your
skin. Safety glasses should be worn. Care should be taken when filling the burette to avoid
spills. Any spill of acid should be diluted by adding water, before attempting to clear it up.

7.2 Salts, alkalis and equations
1 a Sodium chloride (accept any metal chloride)
b Sodium citrate (accept any metal citrate)
c Zinc nitrate
d Copper sulfate
2 H2SO4, HCl, HNO3
3 Sodium oxide (accept any metal oxide)
4 Sodium hydroxide (accept any alkali)
5 A metal oxide is a base. If the metal oxide dissolves in water it forms an alkali. Some metal
oxides are not soluble in water and do not form alkalis.
6 sodium hydroxide + sulfuric acid ➔ sodium sulfate + water
7 copper +
carbonate

hydrochloric acid ➔ copper + water + carbon
chloride
dioxide

Students should keep the whole equation in one line.

7.3 Mystery substances
1 Carbon dioxide
2 Hydrogen
3 Salts
4 Sulfuric acid
5 Copper chloride (Accept any chloride of a metal below iron on the reactivity series.)
6 Hydrochloric acid
7 Zinc carbonate
8 Iron
9 Magnesium
10 zinc
+
carbonate
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11 iron + copper chloride ➔ iron chloride + copper
(Accept another chloride as the reactant, provided it is below iron on the reactivity series.)
12 magnesium + hydrochloric ➔ magnesium + hydrogen
acid
chloride

Unit 8 Rates of reaction
8.1 Magnesium and hydrochloric acid
1, 4, 6
50

volume of hydrogen collected/ cm3

40
magnesium
powder
magnesium
ribbon
lump of

30

magnesium
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0

0
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350
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time / s

2 The graph shows that the volume of hydrogen gas collected increases over the time of the
experiment. However, more hydrogen is collected in the first 30 seconds than in subsequent
30-second periods. The rate of reaction slows down over the time of the experiment and by
270 seconds the reaction is complete, as there is no further increase in volume of hydrogen
after this time.
3 At the start of the reaction there are many particles of magnesium and hydrochloric acid.
These must collide with each other with enough energy to react. As the particles react there are
fewer left that are unreacted so the chance of them colliding decreases, so the rate of reaction
slows down. When there are no more unreacted particles left to react, the reaction is complete.
4 See graph above. Give credit for a smooth curve that is to the left of the ‘magnesium ribbon’
curve. This curve should reach the same height plateau but at a time lower than 270 seconds.
5 The magnesium powder has a much greater surface area than the magnesium ribbon. There are
more particles (on the surface of the magnesium powder) exposed to the hydrochloric acid, so
the reaction can take place more quickly. The reaction again slows down, as there are fewer
particles left to react. The reaction is complete more quickly than with the magnesium ribbon.
But because the masses of the magnesium ribbon and the powder are the same, the total
volume of hydrogen produced is the same.
17
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6 See graph above. Give credit for a smooth curve that is to the right of the ‘magnesium ribbon’
curve. This curve should reach the same height plateau but at a time greater than 270 seconds.
7 The magnesium lump has a much smaller surface area than the magnesium ribbon. There are
fewer particles (on the surface of the magnesium lump) exposed to the hydrochloric acid, so
the reaction takes place more slowly. The reaction slows down in a similar way when there
are fewer particles left to react. The reaction completes more slowly than with the magnesium
ribbon. But because the masses of the magnesium ribbon and the lump of magnesium are the
same, the total volume of hydrogen produced is the same.

8.2 Which results are which?
1 Concentration ×0 was not used because there would be no acid present in it, and zinc does not
react with water.
2, 5
60

volume of hydrogen produced / cm3

50
×5 concentration
×4 concentration

40

×3 concentration
×2 concentration

30

20

10

0

0

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

240

270

300

330

360

390

420

450

480

510

540

time / s

3 At all three concentrations of the acid the reaction rate follows the same pattern. The reaction
starts off quickly and slows over time. The ×4 concentration, the most concentrated, completed
the reaction in the fastest time. The least concentrated acid, ×2, took the longest to complete
the reaction. All three reactions produced the same volume of hydrogen but took different
times to reach that final volume.
4 Students’ answers should cover the following ideas. The ×4 acid had the most acid particles
available in the volume of acid solution used, the ×3 acid had fewer and the ×2 acid had the
least. This meant that for the ×4 concentration there were more particles in contact with the
zinc so more collisions took place in each 30-second period until all the zinc particles had
18
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reacted with acid particles. The reaction was completed more quickly than with the ×3 and ×2
acid, because the rate of collisions was always greater.
5 See graph above. Credit a smooth curve to the left of the ×4 line. The curve should reach the
same volume of hydrogen sooner than the other concentrations. This need only be a sketch and
does not need to be exactly as in the graph shown.

8.3 As fast as possible
1 Students’ diagrams should show any sensible method of carrying this out – either by collecting
the gas over water, in a trough or a beaker, or in a syringe. Examples are shown in diagrams in
the Coursebook, but students’ own diagrams will be clearer if drawn in 2D, with the apparatus
‘cut through’. Diagrams should be drawn in pencil, with apparatus to a suitable scale, and
labelled using straight lines and horizontal labels. In 2D diagrams, tubes in rubber bungs
should be shown continuing through the bung.
2 Depending on what students have shown in their diagram in question 1, the list could include:
top pan balance, measuring cylinder for acid, timing device of some kind, pestle and mortar,
a water bath (or some other way of increasing the temperature of the acid), thermometer for
monitoring the temperature.
3 The mass of marble chips and the volume of the dilute hydrochloric acid (credit also the type
and concentration of acid used).
4 The surface area of the marble chips; the temperature of the acid.
5 Surface area: If they crush the marble chips to a powder there will be a greater surface area of
reactant. This means that there will be more particles of the marble chips in contact with the acid
particles so there will be more collisions between the particles and thus the reaction will be faster.
Temperature: If they warm the acid, the particles will have more energy and will move more
rapidly. This will mean more frequent collisions of the particles, so the reaction will be
quicker. It will also mean that more of the collisions will happen with enough energy for the
reaction to take place.
6 This will depend on the method chosen. Points covered could be:
• 20 g marble chips measured, crushed in a pestle and mortar and placed in a filter paper.
• 50 cm3 dilute hydrochloric acid measured and placed in a flask.
• Apparatus assembled, details depending on method.
• Marble chips added carefully and stopclock started. When 100 cm3 carbon dioxide
collected, stop clock.
7 Ideas could include:
• It is difficult to add the crushed marble chips quickly and without losing any.
• It is difficult to get the stopper back on the flask quickly.
• It is difficult to do the above and start the stopclock at the correct moment, for example
should it be when the chips are added, when the stopper is back in place or when the
reaction starts?
• Some of the gas produced may be lost, the top of the tubes cannot easily be made airtight,
or gas lost into water trough.
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Unit 9 Forces in action
9.1 Density problems
1 Use the balance to find the mass (accept ‘to weigh the rock’, but not use the balance to find
‘the weight’) and record the mass in g. Use the measuring cylinder to find the volume: put some
water into the cylinder and note the volume; put the rock into the water and record the new
volume of water; subtract the original volume of water to give the volume of the rock in cm3.
Use: density = mass ÷ volume
2 Any idea that the composition of the rock may not be uniform, e.g. different pieces of the same
rock may contain different materials.
3 Formula given as
mass
volume =
density
(or in symbols).
Correct values substituted: mass = 230, density = 4.2, and volume worked out as
54.76(19…) . Final answer given as 55 (cm3).
4 A displacement of water method should be described, including the following ideas.
Water is put into a suitable container large enough to contain toy.
Some method for submerging the toy in water, such as use of a weight or the toy being held
under water, e.g. by a thin rod that would not have much volume itself under the water.
A method for measuring the displaced volume of water.
A subtraction, if a weight has been used, to allow for the volume of the weight.
5 Each dimension should be given as a whole number that is a reasonable estimate. If classroom
length is actually 7.5 m, accept within range 5–10 m.
6 Working: the three values from question 5 multiplied together.
Correct result of this calculation, in m3.
7 Mass = density × volume
Volume should have the same numerical value as the answer to question 6.
8 The mass would be smaller/lower.
9 The water is more dense than the fuel / the fuel is less dense than the water; any water will
go to the bottom of the tank; if the pipe came from the bottom then the water would go to the
engine / the pipe being above the bottom avoids water going to the engine.
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9.2 Applying pressure
1 34
2 Axes the right way round and labelled with units; linear scales with zero marked at the start of
both axes (accept x-axis starting at 2 rather than at 0, but 2 must be shown); scale of 1 cm to
1 N on x-axis and 2 cm3 to 10 cm3 on y-axis; all points plotted correctly to within half a small
square; unbroken curve through all points. If students have got a different answer for question
1 than 34, they should still get full credit for correctly plotting the graph that includes their
incorrect point. Accept x-axis starting at 2.
40

volume of air / cm3

30

20

10

0

0

2

4

6

8

10

load / N

3 As the load increases, the volume (of air) decreases. The volume of air decreases more
between 2 N and 4 N than it does between 8 N and 10 N. (Accept volume decreases ‘more at
the start than at the end’, as the question implies that the loads are progressively increased;
accept volume is inversely proportional to load.)
4 As pressure increases, the particles (in air) get closer together. The particles themselves occupy
some volume, so this can never be zero.
5 Formula:
pressure =

force
area

(or in symbols)
Working: 10 ÷ 4
Answer (must include unit): 2.5 N/cm2
Accept conversion of cm2 to m2 and then unit of pressure as N/m2 (or Pa):
4 cm2 = 0.0004 m2 giving pressure = 25 000 N/m2
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6

Working: 2.5 × 16
Answer (must include unit): 40 N
(Accept answer from question 5 × 16.)

7

Give full credit for working that shows that the force is proportional to the area of the pistons
in a hydraulic system. Also credit working that includes calculation of the pressure (10/16 =
0.625 N/cm2) in the oil from the load then multiplying this by the area of piston X (4) to give
the numerical value of the force on piston X as 2.5.
Answer (must include unit): 2.5 N

8

Either: idea that his weight / the force is spread over thousands of points so the force on each
nail is low; if the force is low then the pressure is low.
Or: the area (of all the nail points in total) is large, so the pressure is low.

9

Either: The portion of his weight / the force on each nail would be increased if he sat up.
Or: The area would be decreased if he sat up.
The increased pressure would cause injury.

10 Pressure is greater / increases with depth; stronger materials needed so that the submarine
is not crushed. (Ignore references to other factors, e.g. temperature or communication with
surface.)
11 Two from: ocean research will not benefit as many people / no direct benefit for people; no
way for the investors to make a profit; lack of interest by most people in oceans, compared
with health.

9.3 The effect of moments
1 100 × 2.0 = 200 (N m)
2 Working:
200 = F × 0.4

or

F = 200 ÷ 0.4

(accept answer from question 1 in place of 200)
Answer: 500 (N)
3 So the barrier stays down / barrier does not come up (too easily); because the moment from
barrier’s weight is larger / moment from counterweight is smaller.
4 10 × 0.3 = 3.0 or 3 (N m)
5 Pivot marked as shown (accept pivot marked at the right elbow).

6 To maintain balance / so she does not tip backwards / so she does not rotate anticlockwise; by
increasing the moment in the forward / clockwise direction.
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7 She would tip forwards /clockwise / her left arm would go down; she would no longer be
balanced because the backward / anticlockwise moment has been reduced by reducing the
distance from the pivot.
8 150 000 000 ÷ 10 000 000 = 15 m (unit must be given)

Unit 10 Electricity
10.1 Charge
1 an observation
2 opposite charges; a non-contact force; static electricity
3 People did not know then about charge / static electricity.
4 Possible answers: advances in knowledge were needed; the idea that each discovery follows
from another scientist’s work; advances in technology / equipment / scientific methods were
needed; electrons cannot be seen / are difficult to detect.
5 Electron(s) labelled; nucleus labelled (ignore any other labels or named parts).
6 ‘Negative’ or – by electron; ‘positive’ or + by nucleus.
7 Electrons move off.
8 A build-up of charge could cause a spark, which could cause a fire / explosion.
9 Down from the cloud to the tree.
10 Positive

10.2 Current in circuits
1 Name of component Circuit symbol
cell
resistor

Function of component
to provide energy / drive current /
provide voltage
to reduce current

lamp

to give out light

wire

to conduct current between
components
to stop the flow of current

open switch
(accept with no circles)
voltmeter

V

to measure voltage

2 The battery in a circuit provides a supply of energy.
Current can only flow in complete circuits.
Current is measured in amps.
A higher current in a circuit means energy is delivered faster to components.
3 The lamp gets dimmer / less bright.
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10.3 Different types of circuit
1 Z
2 Ammeters 1, 2 and 3 will drop to zero at the same time.
Explanation: current in the whole circuit stops at the same time / as soon as the circuit is
incomplete no current can flow / current cannot flow in one part of the circuit and not in
another.
3 The voltmeter is connected in parallel with component X.
The ammeter is connected in series with component X.
4 The missing voltage reading is 7.5 (V).
5 Axes the right way round (current on the x-axis), axes labelled with unit, sensible linear scale
(e.g. 2 cm to 0.1 A and 1 cm to 1 V) with 0 on both axes, all points plotted to within half a small
square; straight line through all points and through the origin. (Accept ecf from incorrectly
calculated value in question 4, or line correctly drawn through incorrectly plotted points.)
10

8

voltage / V

6

4

2

0

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

current / A

6 a 0V
b 30 V
7 a C and D (letters in either order); A and B; B and C; A and D; A and C.
b B and D; or B and C (letters in either order in a pair)
8 a A
b B
9 6.0 A
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10 letters X and Y in any one of the positions shown:
X

X

X

X

Y

Y

11 Either: If one (element) breaks then the others will still work.
Or: So they can be switched on or off independently / so three can be turned off (and three
kept on).
12 Any one from: condensation will (probably) be removed in that time; so as not to drain the
battery; so as not to overheat.
13 A parallel circuit drawn with three lamps and a battery; one lamp on each branch; one switch
on each branch; no breaks in the circuit; no wires drawn into or through components.
For example:

Unit 11 Energy
11.1 Energy and fuel
1 Coal, oil, natural gas
2 They will run out / they are not being renewed (at the same rate as they are being used).
3 a Coal
b Biofuel
4 Solar
5 2010: 20 + 2 + 1 = 23(%)
2015: 24 + 5 + 1 + 1 = 31(%)
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6 It could increase; two reasons from: fossil fuels are running out; technology for renewable
energy is improving; renewables produce less pollution; most renewables do not emit carbon
dioxide so do not contribute to global warming; fears about safety of nuclear energy. (Do not
accept ‘the use was greater in 2015 than in 2010’.)
7 For example: not reliable / not always windy / wind varies in strength.
8 Any three from: increasing car use (accept increase in any type of motorised transport);
increasing industry / manufacturing; more construction; increasing household use / more
domestic appliances; more technology / more computers and other electronic equipment.
9 Energy use data for other years for USA; possibly data of population change, as the
comparison needed is energy use per person; data for the same years for global average use per
person, in order to compare rate of increase.

11.2 Conduction
1 Statement
Thermal energy moves from Sam’s hand into the ice cube.
Cold moves from the ice cube into Sam’s hand.
The movement of energy occurs by conduction.
The ice will melt and the water in Sam’s hand will reach the same temperature as
his hand.
The ice will melt and the water in Sam’s hand will become warmer than his hand.

True or false
true
false
true
true
false

2 The wax will melt / the wax will turn to liquid (do not accept ‘it’ will melt); students may give
further detail, e.g. the wax will melt gradually / melt at the bottom first / start to melt after a
few minutes / melt quite quickly.
3 Any of the following ideas: she should not touch hot objects / allow to cool before touching;
not allow melted wax to drip off; keep other objects away from the heater; any standard lab
protocol, e.g. safety glasses / tie hair back.
4 a Time taken for wax to completely melt.
b Thickness of material; size of wax block. Also: type of wax; starting temperature; stage of
melting at which to stop timing; setting used on heater.
c Table with ruled borders and headed columns.
		First column: Type of material
		Next three columns: Time taken to melt / seconds (three attempts)
		Final column: Mean time to melt / seconds
d The independent variable (the type of material) has no numerical value and is not
continuous.

11.3 Investigating heat loss
1 Particles in liquids and gases are free to move, while particles in solids are in fixed positions /
not free to move.
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2 Dependent: temperature
Independent: time
3 Axes drawn and labelled, including units: temperature / ºC on y-axis and time / seconds on
x-axis.
Two smooth curves sloping down; curve labelled ‘with lid’ having smaller gradient than curve
labelled ‘no lid’.
Curves starting from the same point on the y-axis.
‘No lid’ line meeting room temperature line; ‘with lid’ line either not meeting room
temperature line or meeting it to the right of the ‘no lid’ line.

temperature / oC

For example:

with lid

no lid
temperature of
the room

time / seconds

4 The plan should include:
• Record the falling temperature with all four lids separately.
• Switch lamp on for the same length of time in each test.
• Record temperature at realistic stated time intervals, e.g. 30 seconds.
• Thermometer in same position each time.
• Check or control room temperature.
• Use stopwatch or stopclock to time intervals.
• Allow box to completely cool / reach room temperature between each test.

Challenge 11.4 Investigating radiation
1 Infra-red
2 Dull black / matt black / black that is not shiny (‘black’ unqualified is not sufficient).
3 Radiation does not require particles; conduction and convection require particles; there are no
particles in a vacuum.
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4 Shiny side in / shiny side facing food (or dull side out / dull side away from food).
The dull side will absorb heat better because dull surfaces are better absorbers of radiation;
the shiny side is better at reflecting radiation back into the food.
5 Starting temperature of the water
6 Table drawn with columns containing facts under headings; for example:
Method of heat transfer Where it happens
Way to reduce it
conduction
from the bottom of the can set can on insulator / named insulator
/ lagging
convection
above the water surface
put a lid on the can
evaporation
from the water surface
put a lid on the can
Do not credit lagging the sides of the can.
7 a Black
b White
8 Black or a dull dark colour would be better, but this might not look good / would make the
room seem dark.
9 Ideas such as: to reflect heat back into the room; to stop heat loss into the wall; silver is a
good reflector / poor absorber of radiation; to reduce heating costs / save heating fuel. (Do
not accept ‘save money’ unqualified.)
10 As distance from the Sun increases, the (average) planet temperature decreases / there is a
negative correlation between distance from the Sun and planet temperature.
11 Radiation spreads out (in all directions), so radiation is less intense with greater distance; so
there is a smaller heating effect.

11.5 Investigating evaporation
1 Students should plan a workable method that involves measuring evaporation by either
decrease in volume or decrease in mass, measuring either volume or mass of water before and
after heating and subtracting.
• Volume of water up to 50 cm3
• At least five temperatures covering a suitable range and not exceeding 100 ºC
• Method for keeping the water at the specified temperature, e.g. moving Bunsen in and out
from under beaker
• Correct use of any equipment mentioned (use of equipment can be implicit, e.g. ‘record the
mass of water’ need not mention the balance, but measuring cylinder should be specified
for measuring volume)
• Variables to be kept constant: initial volume of water; time
• Plan should include repeats and mean volume decrease / mass decrease for each temperature
• Safety measures should be included, such as: do not touch hot objects / let equipment cool
before touching / keep paper away from Bunsen flame / wear safety glasses / tie hair back /
stand up while working.
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2 Reduction in volume or mass of water in a given time being greater at higher temperature.
3 a The water in the filter evaporates, removing heat energy from the air, so lowers the
temperature of the air.
b The water that has soaked through to the outside of the container evaporates, taking heat
energy from the container / water inside, so lowering the temperature of the water inside.
c The wind / air movement speeds up evaporation, so heat energy is removed (from the skin)
faster and the temperature of the skin falls faster.
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